
English 

This week in English, Year 6 have been developing their editing skills by  

making improvements to their ‘Landlady’ writing; using DADWAVERS and 

higher level punctuation. They have also been combining their topic skills and 

investigating Easter Island; looking at location, distance and its history. 

Through this, they have been improving their inference skills, which will help 

them during their reading assessments. 

Maths 

This week in maths, Year 6 have been building on their knowledge and  

understanding of negative numbers; enabling them to apply this knowledge to 

real life problems and solve the difference between negative and positive 

numbers. This has been a challenge for many children but they have worked 

hard to achieve their goal. They have revised rounding and place value before 

moving on to the next topic, calculations. 

Parents’ Evening 

Parents’ evening was a great success with many positive comments made by 

staff and parents. It was lovely for all of the teachers to meet their pupils’ 

parents and discuss their attitude to learning and the importance of Year 6. 

PE Initiative 

This week we have kicked off our new PE initiative of getting more exercise in 

to our school day. Each morning, we set off for a walk/gentle jog/or faster-

paced run around the playground, teachers included! Some children are 

enjoying the fresh air, whilst others are trying to hit the magical 7 lap marker 

(which almost equates to one mile) and others are smashing it – completing 

double or triple that amount. We are also introducing ‘Joe Wicks’, The Body 

Coach, workouts for children from his YouTube site.  

We are confident that this initiative will not only help our children become 

more active but it will also help them learn better and feel more confident 

about themselves. 

Being caught being kind 

Miss Davies is trying to catch Year 6 children 

being kind as it has a very positive impact on 

them and the way they can make other peo-

ple feel. 

The five effects of kindness 

Kindness makes us happier 

Kindness is good for the heart 

Kindness slows ageing 

Kindness improves relationships 

Kindness is contagious 
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